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Environmental studies is a multidisciplinary subject that integrates the study of environment with social studies and sciences. The
present series In Search of Green Life aims to develop an understanding of one’s surroundings along with respect for local,
national and global environment. We feel it is important for children to be aware and sensitive to contrasting opportunities and
constraints under which people live. The focus has been on developing independent thinking through a number of activities,
Project Work has been provided in each unit to inculcate collaborative learning and communication skills among students. The
book is interactive in nature as it provides for a lot of Fun Facts, Learning by Doing and ideas for discussion.
Counsels beginner through experienced dyers on how to dye all types of fibers using traditional plants in new ways, providing stepby-step, swatch-complemented instructions for 250 options using more than 65 plant species. Original.
A collection of essays on affect theory, by groundbreaking scholars in the field.
This practical and inspiring guide to creating and using natural dyes from plants, offers information on current environmentally
friendly dyeing techniques and more than 65 species of plants and natural dyestuffs. This comprehensive book outlines how to:
Select fibres and plant parts Choose the right methods for mordanting and dyeing Obtain a range of gorgeous colours from every
plant. Wild Colour is the all-in-one resource for fibre enthusiasts, including knitters, sewers and weavers gardeners who are
interested in new uses for traditional dye plants and eco-conscious DIYers who want authoritative information about the natural
dyeing process and the plants that are essential for it.
This beautifully illustrated book takes you on a botanical journey through the year, showing you how to create colourful and
environmentally friendly plant dyes. You'll learn sustainable methods of growing and harvesting plants; the tools and techniques
required to extract dye; which fabrics and yarns to choose; and the simple method of using soya milk as a fixative, to ensure rich
and long-lasting colours. The book includes easy-to-follow tutorials explaining how to make four stunning pieces using seasonal
plant dyes: a linen cushion cover, embroidered picnic blanket, hot water bottle cosy, and quilt.
This book provides an up-to-date insight into the chemistry behind the colour of the dyes and pigments that make our world so
colourful. The impressive breadth of coverage starts with a dip into the history of colour science. Colour Chemistry then goes on to
look at the structure and synthesis of the various dyes and pigments, along with their applications in the traditional areas of
textiles, coatings and plastics, and also the ever-expanding range of "high-tech" applications. Also discussed are some of the
environmental issues associated with the manufacture and use of colour. The broad and balanced coverage presented in this
book makes it ideal for students and graduates. In addition, many specialists in industry or academia will also benefit from the
overview of the subject that is provided.
Natural dyes give fabrics a beauty and subtlety of their own and natural dyeing is easy, fun and lucrative across the globe. Natural Dyeing for
Beginners enlightens you on transforming plants into dyes as well as the techniques to successfully color your yarn and fabric at home. The
process of extracting dyes from plants can help you reconnect with nature and develop your creativity. The interesting thing about natural
dyeing is that you can quickly source the materials from your natural environment. This complete guide shows you easy ways to create and
use natural dyes from different species of plants and natural dyestuffs. It also provides you with the recent information on existing
environmentally friendly dyeing methods.Inside this explanatory guide, you will find detailed information on creating consistent, long-lasting
color. Required equipment, selecting fibers and plant parts, choosing the correct methods for mordanting and dyeing, test color modifiers, and
more are discussed in details. Natural Dyeing for Beginners is a complete resource for novices and experienced artists seeking to expand
their knowledge in creating and using colors.This book can be guide for you, a gift for friends and family, or an enhancement to your
knowledge in the world of natural dyeing.
"'Harvesting Color' presents the entire process of infusing your life with color--finding the right plants, harvesting them at the best time,
transforming the crop into beautiful dye, and, finally, marring pigment to fiber. In this beautiful book, Rebecca Burgess showcases thre dozen
common plants that yield striking hues. Citing fascinating botanical lore, she demystifies the process of recognizing each plant in the wild. For
those you can grow yourself, she details when to sow the seed and how to nuture the plant. For all the plants, you'll learn the optimal time to
harvest, as well as how to extract the best dyes" --Cover flap.
Through step-by-step instructions and color-saturated photographs, textile designer Sasha Duerr explains the basics of making and using
natural plant dye, from gathering materials and making the dyes to simple ideas for how to use them. --from publisher description
Provides recipes for making soaps, bath salts, bath oils, massage oils, facial scrubs, and bath tea bags, and includes instructions on creating
gift packages and labels
An exploration and appreciation of the brilliant spectrum of colors derived from plants, with seasonal, project-based ideas for using these
natural dyes to color your clothing and home. Following the incredible success of the slow food movement, the slow fashion trend is now
gaining momentum, with more and more consumers buying locally produced clothing and homewares created using sustainable methods and
artisanal techniques. Natural Color explores the full spectrum of seasonal plant dyes, using nature as a color library. Unlike its competitors,
Natural Color is structured by season, not plant, focusing on achievable projects with easy-to-follow recipes for dyeing everything from
dresses, scarves, and hats to rugs, napkins, and table runners, ensuring that even the most savvy home decorator will be inspired.
Colour is all around us; we take it for granted as a naturally occurring element of all things. Yet colours are also manufactured, and the
science of pigments, hues and dyes has an ancient and fascinating history. This book surveys the story of dyes and pigments, the invention
of new colours and the industries that were fuelled by them. What were the colours of ancient Egypt? What did its artists use to paint their
magnificent frescoes? Where do indigo and ochre come from? Why is purple the colour of royalty? What are pastels? How many colours are
there? Why do we dye our food? Who invented ink? What is the symbolism of yellow? From cerise to crimson, from puce to periwinkle, this
book is as rich, varied and delightful as a box of crayons.
Natural dyes are dyes or colorants derived from plants, invertebrates, or minerals. The majority of natural dyes are vegetable dyes from plant
sources. Dyeing is the process of imparting colors to a textile material. Different classes of dyes are used for different types of fiber and at
different stages of the textile production process, from loose fibers through yarn and cloth to completed garments. There are technologies that
manufacture the pigments for plastics, rubber and cosmetics. Therefore; dyes and pigments have a vast area of applications and have a
huge demand in industry. Contrary to popular opinion, natural dyes are often neither safer nor more ecologically sound than synthetic dyes.
They are less permanent, more difficult to apply, wash out more easily, and often involve the use of highly toxic mordant. Of course, the
colour possibilities are far more limited; the color of any natural dye may be easily copied by mixing synthetic dyes, but many other colors are
not easily obtained with natural dyes. However, some mordant are not very toxic, and the idea of natural dyestuffs is aesthetically pleasing.
Applying natural dyes in your fabric production using enzymes will reduce your production cost and improve control. There are various kind of
natural dyes; quinonoid dyes, cyanine dyes, azo dyes, biflvonyl dyes, omochromes, anthraquinone, coprosma gesus etc. The use of natural
dyes in cloth making can be seen as a necessary luxury to trigger off a change in habits. Dyes which stand out for their beauty and ecological
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attributes would never be employed on just any material but on noble fabrics such as wool, silk, linen or cotton, made to last more than one
season. Market value will benefit from consumer preferences for environmentally friendly products, which will support consumption of high
performance dyes and organic pigments. This book basically deals with the use of carotenoids as food colours , bianthraquinones and related
compounds, intermediate degradation products of biflavonyls, dyestuffs containing nuclear sulphonic and carboxylic acid groups, quinonoid
dyes, cyanine dyes, optical whitening agents, natural dyes for food, stability of natural colourants in foods effect of additives, pyrimidine
pigments, the total synthesis of the polyene pigments, red pigment from geniposidic acid and amino compound, effect of acid and amine on
the formation of red pigment from geniposidic acid, effect of the substituted position of amino group and chain length of amino compound etc.
Due to pollution problems in synthetic dyes and pigments industry, the whole world is shifting towards the manufacturing of natural dyes and
pigments. The present book contains techniques of producing different natural dyes and pigments, which has huge demand in domestic as
well as in foreign market. It is hoped that entrepreneurs, technocrats, existing units, institutional libraries will find this book very useful.
Profusely illustrated guide shows how to paint, print, stencil, and draw striking designs and exciting textures on luxurious fabric. Complete
instructions, references. 93 color illustrations.
Discover the Joys of Hand Dyeing your Fabric and Yarn at Home Natural dyes give fabrics a beauty and subtlety of their own and natural
dyeing is easy, fun and lucrative across the globe. The Natural Dyeing for Beginners enlightens you on transforming plants into dyes as well
as the techniques to successfully color your yarn and fabric at home. The process of extracting dyes from plants can help you reconnect with
nature and develop your creativity. The interesting thing about natural dyeing is that you can quickly source the materials from your natural
environment. This complete guide shows you easy ways to create and use natural dyes from different species of plants and natural dyestuffs.
It also provides you with the recent information on existing environmentally friendly dyeing methods. Inside this explanatory guide, you will
find detailed information on creating consistent, long-lasting color. Required equipment, selecting fibers and plant parts, choosing the correct
methods for mordanting and dyeing, test color modifiers, and more are discussed in details. The Natural Dyeing for Beginners is a complete
resource for novices and experienced artists seeking to expand their knowledge in creating and using colors. This book can be guide for you,
a gift for friends and family, or an enhancement to your knowledge in the world of natural dyeing. Click the BUY NOW button to get started!
True Colors is about artists who create color from natural materials and about the historical importance and environmental sustainability of
this practice. All new content in this revised edition features Heartwear, a collaborative of artists and fashion designers who have created and
supported indigo-dyeing projects from Benin to Morocco to India and beyond. True Colors features deep conversations with twenty-eight
artisans from every part of the globe who reveal their wisdom, traditions, and know-how--and suggest that we ignore what they know at our
peril. Traditional approaches to making color offer sustainable options to a fashion system badly in need of them and memorable cultural
narratives to a world hungry for beauty and spirituality.
Johannes Vermeer's luminous paintings are loved and admired around the world, yet we do not understand how they were made. We see
sunlit spaces; the glimmer of satin, silver, and linen; we see the softness of a hand on a lute string or letter. We recognise the distilled
impression of a moment of time; and we feel it to be real. We might hope for some answers from the experts, but they are confounded too.
Even with the modern technology available, they do not know why there is no evidence of any preliminary drawing; why there are shifts in
focus; and why his pictures are unusually blurred. Some wonder if he might possibly have used a camera obscura to capture what he saw
before him. The few traces Vermeer has left behind tell us little: there are no letters or diaries; and no reports of him at work. Jane Jelley has
taken a new path in this detective story. A painter herself, she has worked with the materials of his time: the cochineal insect and lapis lazuli;
the sheep bones, soot, earth and rust. She shows us how painters made their pictures layer by layer; she investigates old secrets; and hears
travellers' tales. She explores how Vermeer could have used a lens in the creation of his masterpieces. The clues were there all along. After
all this time, now we can unlock the studio door, and catch a glimpse of Vermeer inside, painting light.
Describes traditional methods of extracting pigmented materials from trees and plants and provides several dye recipes

Dyeing is the process of imparting colors to a textile material. Natural dyes are friendly and satisfying to use. They are
obtained from sources like flowers, leaves, insects, bark roots etc. however, they are not readily available and involve an
extraction process. With the advancement of chemical industry, all finishing procedures of textile materials have been
growing constantly and, sustainable and ecological production techniques have become extremely crucial. This is a
single book which has information related to extraction of dyestuff from 19 common flowers, weeds, bark or leaves and
its application on cotton silk and wool fabrics for textile industry. The Handbook describes the step wise methodology of
extraction, mordanting, dyeing with photos of the actual plants part used for extraction of Natural dye. Shade cards have
been incorporated so that the full gamut of colors can be visualized from each dyestuff. Major contents of the book are
nature of material to be dyed, history of natural dyes, promotion of natural dyes, sources of natural dyes, mordanting the
textiles for natural dyeing, quality standards for vegetable dyes, methods of dye extraction, dyeing methodology,
chemistry of dye, some recent publications on natural dyes. This handbook is designed for use by everyone engaged in
the natural dye manufacturing and explains different methods of dye extraction. Also contains addresses of machinery
suppliers with their photographs. It will be a standard reference book for professionals, entrepreneurs, those studying and
researching in this important area. About Author The Author Dr. Padma S Vankar, works as Principal Research Scientist,
in Facility for Ecological and Analytical Testing (FEAT) at Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur. She has been engaged
in the screening and characterization of newer natural dyes for the past 10 years. She also works in the area of designing
synthetic strategies for Eco-friendly dyes using microwave heating system. Using innovative technology for natural
dyeing has been her main emphasis. The author has conducted several workshops throughout India in order to
popularize natural dyeing.
Enamels and enamelling; an introduction to the preparation and application of all kinds of enamels for technical and
artistic purposes, for enamel makers, workers in gold and silver and manufacturers of objects of art
Supplement to 3d ed. called Selected characteristics of occupations (physical demands, working conditions, training
time) issued by Bureau of Employment Security.
Useful for the first three years of Secondary school, this is a three book series. It provides an introduction to the world of
Science and is a helpful foundation for CXC separate sciences and CXC single award Integrated Science. Written in
clear English, it is suitable for a range of abilities.
"The Art of Science" presents an invaluable collection of effective and simple activities together with associated creative
ideas to introduce and reinforce the teaching of science to infants and lower juniors. Book jacket.
Discusses the colors of the natural world, the mechanism of color vision, uses of color in technology, and the
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psychological effects of color
This work contains board information on photography and serves as a reference guide for photographers.
Chronicles the history of dyes and pigments and their related industries, discussing colors in the Middle Ages; the explosion of supply and
demand in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries; and advances in industrial chemistry.
In the past, only organic matter was available for making dyes. Today, there are numerous options and methods for the colorization of
textiles. While today’s methods capitalize on efficiency, there is question as to whether the use of chemicals is harmful to the environment. A
reputation for harming the earth could be detrimental to a company in a society becoming more and more focused on the environment and its
preservation. Today, with the invention of synthetic materials used in textiles, many new types of dyes have been developed and put into
regular use. There are two basic ways to color textiles: dyes and pigments. Pigments are not a dye but rather resins mechanically bound to
fibers. Dyes are divided into classes according to the types of fibers they are most compatible with. Textile printing is related to dyeing but,
whereas in dyeing proper the whole fabric is uniformly covered with one color, in printing one or more colors are applied to it in certain parts
only, and in sharply defined patterns.Dyes will yield the softest hand (the "hand" is the feel of the fabric) and maintain the fabric's luster but
the process is expensive. Pigments are much more economical to use. Pigments are generally more lightfast, more colorfast, and give
greater color control. Pigment technology has developed tremendously in the past 15 years. 85% of the textile printing in the World is pigment
printing.This book contains manufacturing process and other related details about Azine dyes, Azoic dyes, Azo dyes, Thiazole dyes,
Triphenylmethane dyes, scientific classification of Vat dyes, fluorination of dyes, different types of pigments, applications, usages of dyes and
pigments, quality control and evaluation of pigments and many more. This book will serve as a guide to Textile Technologists, Scientists and
existing as well as upcoming industries.
Eco-friendly and stylish sewing projects, with a trendy twist.
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